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Luxury Patio Heaters

Wall Mount Ceiling Suspended Mount

Min. 1´
clearance
from ceilingMin. 1́  clearance

from awning
Min. wall mount 
height: 8´2˝

Min.Ceiling mount 
height: 10´

Beam Angle:
approx. 35º

HEAT COVERAGE:  •CF-1500: Up to 90sq.ft.  •CF-3000: Up to 100sq.ft.

Min. 40˝ clearance
from sidewall

MODEL          CF-1500      CF-3000  

PART #           CF15120B  CF30240B  

RATING           IP65 Wet environment suitable IP65 Wet environment suitable 

POWER (watts)          1500W         3000 W 

VOLTAGE (V)          120 V          240V 

AMPERE (A)          12.5A   12.5A  

CABLE          12´           12´  

FEATURE          On/Off switch, Remote Control On/Off switch, Remote Control 

FINISH          Anodized aircraft aluminum  Anodized aircraft aluminum 

38.6˝5.9˝

CF-3000 6.5˝

27 ˝

CF-1500

5.9˝

6.5˝

CF SERIES

COMFORT PLUS

MW SERIES
MW Series Heaters are ideally suited for warming your
patio, backyard balcony, terrace, or gazebo on cool days.
They will enhance your favorite outdoor activities, with
instant heat and a comfortable warm glow. MW Series
Heaters fuse medium and short wavelength infrared technology 
to maximize output while minimizing glare. They operate silently 
and odorlessly, without the negative effects of combustion.
MW Series Heaters produce instant heat, with no warm-up time 
required. MW Series offers maximum flexibility, with both
ceiling and wall mounting options, and a choice of 1500W or 
3000W power output. These heaters are wet environment
suitable and are designed for outdoor use only.

*Must be installed by certified electrician to local, state and federal electrical code

CF Series Heaters employ an advanced carbon fiber emitter
technology that generates instant, infrared directional warmth, 
while limiting the harsh light and glare often associated with infrared 
heating. It’s carbon fiber filaments can generate powerful warmth, 
but emit only a pleasant, soft, ambient glow. CF Series Heater 
operation is safe, odorless and silent, with none of the harmful 
effects of combustion. The heater is constructed of stainless steel 
and durable aircraft grade aluminium. With an IP65 rating for water 
and dust resistance, it will operate safely in virtually all weather 
conditions. CF Series Heaters have been designed for maximum 
convenience and ease of use, with an easily accessible ON/OFF 
switch on the unit and a 6 heat-level remote control. Once 
installed, the heater requires virtually no maintenance. Adjustable 
mounting brackets for wall and ceiling installation are included. 
CF Series Heaters are available in 1500W or 3000W models

Includes 6 heat-level
remote control

Adjustable wall/ceiling 
brackets included

Water resistant 
IP65 rated

The powerful Comfort Plus Infrared Heater provides
up to 64 sq.ft. of radiant warmth to your favorite
outdoor space. Its heating technology warms
people, not air --- making it up to 90% efficient in converting
energy into directional and virtually wind-proof heat. The
Comfort Plus Heater is weatherproof, meaning it can operate
and be left outside regardless of weather conditions. Its heating
unit is mounted to a sturdy, portable stainless steel post with
a weighted base. The post is equipped with an easily accessible
On/Off switch. Should the heater fall over, a built-in safety 
tip switch automatically cuts off the heaters power supply.

Built Tough
Stainless steel/

Extruded Aircraft Aluminum
Construction

MW-25  – 1500W
Mounting Ht. : 7 – 8´
Heat Zone: 8 x 8´

MW-37 – 3000W
Mounting Ht:  8.5 –10´
Heat Zone: 10 x 12´

HEAT
COVERAGE

MODEL   MW-25         MW-37  

PART #    AURA MW-2515120**     AURA MW-3730240S* 

RATING    Wet environment suitable    Wet environment suitable 

POWER (watts)    1500W     3000 W 

VOLTAGE (V)    120 V     208 - 240V 

AMPERE (A)    12.5 A     12.5 A  

CABLE    15´ with wall plug    6´   

FEATURE    On/Off switch, Remote control      Hard wire*

FINISH    Anodized aircraft aluminum    Anodized aircraft aluminum 

37.2 ˝

25 ˝

MW-37

4.8˝

3˝

MW-25

3.8 ˝

3.8 ˝

MODEL        AURA PP15120SS 

PART #         AURAPP15120SS 

RATING         Wet environment suitable  

POWER (watts)         1500W 

VOLTAGE (V)         120 V 

AMPERE (A)         12.5 A  

CABLE         15´ with wall plug 

FEATURES         On/Off switch, Remote control 

FINISH         Anodized aircraft aluminum 

HEAT COVERAGE
Mounting Height:  6´7˝
Heat Zone: 64 Sq. Ft.

The Comfort Plus heating unit is fixed on a sturdy and portable, stainless 
steel mounting pole with a weighted base. The pole/base structure is easily 
assembled from 3 individual pieces. It stands 6´ 7 ˝ when fully assembled 

25 ˝

3˝

3.8 ˝


